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Problem: Process 
Variation
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Problem: Designing for 
the Worst Case
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• Design for worst case gives poor performance

• Design for closer to nominal gives timing errors

• Can we design the processor to tolerate errors 
and trade errors off for power and performance?

• What is the area cost of an error-tolerant design?
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Contributions

1. EVAL: Framework of how processors tolerate and 
mitigate variation-induced errors

• Trade off error rate for power & frequency

2. High-dimensional dynamic adaptation to optimize 
power and performance in the presence of errors

• Implementation based on machine learning

3. Example implementation improves performance 
by 40% under power & temp constraints

• 11% core area cost
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Variation-Induced Timing 
Errors
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Eval Framework

• Run processor at high freq with nonzero timing 
error rate (PE)

• Silently detect and correct errors

• Examples: Razor, DIVA, Paceline, etc.

• PE determines performance, not correctness

• Modify PE vs f curves so that variation-induced 
errors are less frequent

• Transformations: Shift, Tilt, Reshape, Adapt
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Shift and Tilt

• Speed up all paths

• Methods:

• ASV, Body Bias (ABB)

• Structure Resizing
7
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Figure 2: Tolerating (a) and mitigating (b)-(e) variation-induced errors in the EVAL framework.

If we assume that ASV supplies are chip-external, the area

overhead of multiple ASV domains is small. Existing power sup-

ply pins are repurposed to deliver customized Vdd levels to each

domain. Then, level converters may need to be added to cross

voltage domains.

In this paper, we will initially assume that we can support over

10 ABB and ASV domains in a processor pipeline. While this

is a stretch with current technology, current research (e.g., [15])

points to promising directions to make it feasible. We will then

see that we do not need as much support.

3 The EVAL Framework

We assume that, in a high-variability environment, cost-

effective processors will not be slowed down to operate at worst-

case parameter values — their performance at Tvar is low. In-

stead, we assume that they will be clocked with a period t < Tvar

(Figure 1(b)) and suffer timing errors during normal execution.

To design cost-effective processors in this challenging environ-

ment, we propose the EVAL framework to tolerate and mitigate

variation-induced errors. In EVAL, microarchitecture techniques

can trade-off error rate for power and processor frequency.

3.1 Tolerating Errors

If we augment the processor with support for error detection

and correction, it is possible to cycle the processor at f > fvar

while still ensuring correct execution. For instance, we can add a

checker unit like Diva [40] to verify results from the main pipeline

at instruction retirement. To ensure that the checker is error-free,

it can be clocked at a safe, lower frequency than the main core,

while the speed of its transistors is enhanced with ABB or ASV

(Section 2.3) — according to [40], it is feasible to design a wide-

issue checker thanks to its architectural simplicity. Alternately,

we can add a checker processor like in Paceline [9], or augment

the pipeline stages or functional units with error checking hard-

ware like in a variety of schemes (e.g., [8, 37, 38]). With any of

these architectures, the performance in instructions per second of

the processor cycling at f is:

Perf(f) =
f

CPI
=

f
CPIcomp + CPImem + CPIrec

=
f

CPIcomp + mr ×mp(f) + PE(f)× rp
(5)

where, for the average instruction, CPIcomp are the computation

cycles (including L1 misses that hit in the on-chip L2); CPImem

are stall cycles due to L2 misses; and CPIrec are cycles lost to

recovery from timing errors. In addition, mr is the L2 miss rate

in misses per instruction, mp is the observed L2 miss penalty in

cycles non-overlapped with computation, PE is the error rate per

instruction, and rp is the error recovery penalty in cycles.

To a first approximation, CPIcomp, mr, and rp remain con-

stant as we change f. If we use a Diva-like scheme, rp is equal to

the branch misprediction penalty, since recovery involves taking

the result from the checker, flushing the pipeline, and restarting

it from the instruction that follows the faulty one. On the other

hand, both mp and PE increase with f.

For small f, PE is small (Figure 1(c)), which makes PE × rp
small. Consequently, as f increases, Perf goes up because the nu-

merator grows while the denominator increases only slowly —

driven by the second and third terms. Eventually, as f keeps in-

creasing, PE reaches a point of fast growth, as shown in Fig-

ure 1(c). At this point, PE × rp swells, and Perf levels off and
quickly dips down. The result is shown in Figure 2(a), which

shows the Perf(f) curve with a solid line and the PE(f) curve in
dashes. We call fopt the f at the peak Perf. With this approach,

we reach frequencies higher than fvar by tolerating errors.

3.2 Mitigating Errors: Taxonomy of Techniques

We can reduce the number of variation-induced errors with mi-

croarchitectural techniques. We group such techniques into four

classes, depending on how they affect the PE vs f curve. In this

section, we describe the four classes — shown in Figures 2(b)-(e)

— while in Section 3.3, we present one example of each class.

Tilt: This class of techniques speeds-up many paths that are al-

most critical in a pipeline stage, but does not speed-up the slowest

paths in the stage. As a result, the slope of the PE vs f curve

decreases, but the point where the curve meets the f axis (fvar)

remains unchanged (Figure 2(b)). Overall, for an f moderately

higher than fvar , PE has decreased.

Shift: This class speeds-up all the paths in a stage by a similar

amount. As a result, the curve largely shifts to the right (Fig-

ure 2(c)), therefore reducing PE for a given f .

Reshape: There is typically an energy cost in tilting or shift-

ing the curve as just described. Consequently, another class of

techniques speeds-up the slow paths in the stage (thus consuming

energy) and then saves energy by slowing down the fast paths.

The first action shifts the bottom of the PE vs f curve to the right

and/or reduces the curve’s initial slope; the second action shifts

the top of the curve to the left and/or increases the curve’s final

slope (Figure 2(d)). For the f considered, the result is a lower PE

with potentially little energy cost. In reality, it may be easier to

obtain this behavior at the processor level by speeding-up slow

pipeline stages and slowing down the fast stages.

Adapt: As an application executes, it changes the types of op-

erations it performs. As a result, its PE vs f curve also changes,

as shown in Figure 2(e). A final class of techniques adapts the f

of the processor dynamically, to keep it as high as possible while

maintaining PE low at all times (Figure 2(e)).

3.3 Example of Error-Mitigation Techniques

We now list one example of each of the four classes of tech-

niques to mitigate variation-induced errors.
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Figure 2: Tolerating (a) and mitigating (b)-(e) variation-induced errors in the EVAL framework.

If we assume that ASV supplies are chip-external, the area

overhead of multiple ASV domains is small. Existing power sup-

ply pins are repurposed to deliver customized Vdd levels to each

domain. Then, level converters may need to be added to cross

voltage domains.

In this paper, we will initially assume that we can support over

10 ABB and ASV domains in a processor pipeline. While this

is a stretch with current technology, current research (e.g., [15])

points to promising directions to make it feasible. We will then

see that we do not need as much support.

3 The EVAL Framework

We assume that, in a high-variability environment, cost-

effective processors will not be slowed down to operate at worst-

case parameter values — their performance at Tvar is low. In-

stead, we assume that they will be clocked with a period t < Tvar

(Figure 1(b)) and suffer timing errors during normal execution.

To design cost-effective processors in this challenging environ-

ment, we propose the EVAL framework to tolerate and mitigate

variation-induced errors. In EVAL, microarchitecture techniques

can trade-off error rate for power and processor frequency.

3.1 Tolerating Errors

If we augment the processor with support for error detection

and correction, it is possible to cycle the processor at f > fvar

while still ensuring correct execution. For instance, we can add a

checker unit like Diva [40] to verify results from the main pipeline

at instruction retirement. To ensure that the checker is error-free,

it can be clocked at a safe, lower frequency than the main core,

while the speed of its transistors is enhanced with ABB or ASV

(Section 2.3) — according to [40], it is feasible to design a wide-

issue checker thanks to its architectural simplicity. Alternately,

we can add a checker processor like in Paceline [9], or augment

the pipeline stages or functional units with error checking hard-

ware like in a variety of schemes (e.g., [8, 37, 38]). With any of

these architectures, the performance in instructions per second of

the processor cycling at f is:

Perf(f) =
f

CPI
=

f
CPIcomp + CPImem + CPIrec

=
f

CPIcomp + mr ×mp(f) + PE(f)× rp
(5)

where, for the average instruction, CPIcomp are the computation

cycles (including L1 misses that hit in the on-chip L2); CPImem

are stall cycles due to L2 misses; and CPIrec are cycles lost to

recovery from timing errors. In addition, mr is the L2 miss rate

in misses per instruction, mp is the observed L2 miss penalty in

cycles non-overlapped with computation, PE is the error rate per

instruction, and rp is the error recovery penalty in cycles.

To a first approximation, CPIcomp, mr, and rp remain con-

stant as we change f. If we use a Diva-like scheme, rp is equal to

the branch misprediction penalty, since recovery involves taking

the result from the checker, flushing the pipeline, and restarting

it from the instruction that follows the faulty one. On the other

hand, both mp and PE increase with f.

For small f, PE is small (Figure 1(c)), which makes PE × rp
small. Consequently, as f increases, Perf goes up because the nu-

merator grows while the denominator increases only slowly —

driven by the second and third terms. Eventually, as f keeps in-

creasing, PE reaches a point of fast growth, as shown in Fig-

ure 1(c). At this point, PE × rp swells, and Perf levels off and
quickly dips down. The result is shown in Figure 2(a), which

shows the Perf(f) curve with a solid line and the PE(f) curve in
dashes. We call fopt the f at the peak Perf. With this approach,

we reach frequencies higher than fvar by tolerating errors.

3.2 Mitigating Errors: Taxonomy of Techniques

We can reduce the number of variation-induced errors with mi-

croarchitectural techniques. We group such techniques into four

classes, depending on how they affect the PE vs f curve. In this

section, we describe the four classes — shown in Figures 2(b)-(e)

— while in Section 3.3, we present one example of each class.

Tilt: This class of techniques speeds-up many paths that are al-

most critical in a pipeline stage, but does not speed-up the slowest

paths in the stage. As a result, the slope of the PE vs f curve

decreases, but the point where the curve meets the f axis (fvar)

remains unchanged (Figure 2(b)). Overall, for an f moderately

higher than fvar , PE has decreased.

Shift: This class speeds-up all the paths in a stage by a similar

amount. As a result, the curve largely shifts to the right (Fig-

ure 2(c)), therefore reducing PE for a given f .

Reshape: There is typically an energy cost in tilting or shift-

ing the curve as just described. Consequently, another class of

techniques speeds-up the slow paths in the stage (thus consuming

energy) and then saves energy by slowing down the fast paths.

The first action shifts the bottom of the PE vs f curve to the right

and/or reduces the curve’s initial slope; the second action shifts

the top of the curve to the left and/or increases the curve’s final

slope (Figure 2(d)). For the f considered, the result is a lower PE

with potentially little energy cost. In reality, it may be easier to

obtain this behavior at the processor level by speeding-up slow

pipeline stages and slowing down the fast stages.

Adapt: As an application executes, it changes the types of op-

erations it performs. As a result, its PE vs f curve also changes,

as shown in Figure 2(e). A final class of techniques adapts the f

of the processor dynamically, to keep it as high as possible while

maintaining PE low at all times (Figure 2(e)).

3.3 Example of Error-Mitigation Techniques

We now list one example of each of the four classes of tech-

niques to mitigate variation-induced errors.
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Shift and Tilt 
Implementation

• Shift

• Per-subsystem ASV, ABB

• Issue Queue Resizing: Pass gates 
select full-size or 3/4 size

• Tilt: Include replica ALU designed 
without gate sizing
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Vdd

Vbb

ALU

Issue queue
size

Replica 
(unsized) 

ALU
Standard

ALU

Bypass

Pass gates

Pass gates

Issue Queue
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Reshape and Adapt

• Slow down fast pipe 
stages to save power

• Spend power to Shift 
and Tilt slow stages

• All stages have low PE
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Figure 2: Tolerating (a) and mitigating (b)-(e) variation-induced errors in the EVAL framework.

If we assume that ASV supplies are chip-external, the area

overhead of multiple ASV domains is small. Existing power sup-

ply pins are repurposed to deliver customized Vdd levels to each

domain. Then, level converters may need to be added to cross

voltage domains.

In this paper, we will initially assume that we can support over

10 ABB and ASV domains in a processor pipeline. While this

is a stretch with current technology, current research (e.g., [15])

points to promising directions to make it feasible. We will then

see that we do not need as much support.

3 The EVAL Framework

We assume that, in a high-variability environment, cost-

effective processors will not be slowed down to operate at worst-

case parameter values — their performance at Tvar is low. In-

stead, we assume that they will be clocked with a period t < Tvar

(Figure 1(b)) and suffer timing errors during normal execution.

To design cost-effective processors in this challenging environ-

ment, we propose the EVAL framework to tolerate and mitigate

variation-induced errors. In EVAL, microarchitecture techniques

can trade-off error rate for power and processor frequency.

3.1 Tolerating Errors

If we augment the processor with support for error detection

and correction, it is possible to cycle the processor at f > fvar

while still ensuring correct execution. For instance, we can add a

checker unit like Diva [40] to verify results from the main pipeline

at instruction retirement. To ensure that the checker is error-free,

it can be clocked at a safe, lower frequency than the main core,

while the speed of its transistors is enhanced with ABB or ASV

(Section 2.3) — according to [40], it is feasible to design a wide-

issue checker thanks to its architectural simplicity. Alternately,

we can add a checker processor like in Paceline [9], or augment

the pipeline stages or functional units with error checking hard-

ware like in a variety of schemes (e.g., [8, 37, 38]). With any of

these architectures, the performance in instructions per second of

the processor cycling at f is:

Perf(f) =
f

CPI
=

f
CPIcomp + CPImem + CPIrec

=
f

CPIcomp + mr ×mp(f) + PE(f)× rp
(5)

where, for the average instruction, CPIcomp are the computation

cycles (including L1 misses that hit in the on-chip L2); CPImem

are stall cycles due to L2 misses; and CPIrec are cycles lost to

recovery from timing errors. In addition, mr is the L2 miss rate

in misses per instruction, mp is the observed L2 miss penalty in

cycles non-overlapped with computation, PE is the error rate per

instruction, and rp is the error recovery penalty in cycles.

To a first approximation, CPIcomp, mr, and rp remain con-

stant as we change f. If we use a Diva-like scheme, rp is equal to

the branch misprediction penalty, since recovery involves taking

the result from the checker, flushing the pipeline, and restarting

it from the instruction that follows the faulty one. On the other

hand, both mp and PE increase with f.

For small f, PE is small (Figure 1(c)), which makes PE × rp
small. Consequently, as f increases, Perf goes up because the nu-

merator grows while the denominator increases only slowly —

driven by the second and third terms. Eventually, as f keeps in-

creasing, PE reaches a point of fast growth, as shown in Fig-

ure 1(c). At this point, PE × rp swells, and Perf levels off and
quickly dips down. The result is shown in Figure 2(a), which

shows the Perf(f) curve with a solid line and the PE(f) curve in
dashes. We call fopt the f at the peak Perf. With this approach,

we reach frequencies higher than fvar by tolerating errors.

3.2 Mitigating Errors: Taxonomy of Techniques

We can reduce the number of variation-induced errors with mi-

croarchitectural techniques. We group such techniques into four

classes, depending on how they affect the PE vs f curve. In this

section, we describe the four classes — shown in Figures 2(b)-(e)

— while in Section 3.3, we present one example of each class.

Tilt: This class of techniques speeds-up many paths that are al-

most critical in a pipeline stage, but does not speed-up the slowest

paths in the stage. As a result, the slope of the PE vs f curve

decreases, but the point where the curve meets the f axis (fvar)

remains unchanged (Figure 2(b)). Overall, for an f moderately

higher than fvar , PE has decreased.

Shift: This class speeds-up all the paths in a stage by a similar

amount. As a result, the curve largely shifts to the right (Fig-

ure 2(c)), therefore reducing PE for a given f .

Reshape: There is typically an energy cost in tilting or shift-

ing the curve as just described. Consequently, another class of

techniques speeds-up the slow paths in the stage (thus consuming

energy) and then saves energy by slowing down the fast paths.

The first action shifts the bottom of the PE vs f curve to the right

and/or reduces the curve’s initial slope; the second action shifts

the top of the curve to the left and/or increases the curve’s final

slope (Figure 2(d)). For the f considered, the result is a lower PE

with potentially little energy cost. In reality, it may be easier to

obtain this behavior at the processor level by speeding-up slow

pipeline stages and slowing down the fast stages.

Adapt: As an application executes, it changes the types of op-

erations it performs. As a result, its PE vs f curve also changes,

as shown in Figure 2(e). A final class of techniques adapts the f

of the processor dynamically, to keep it as high as possible while

maintaining PE low at all times (Figure 2(e)).

3.3 Example of Error-Mitigation Techniques

We now list one example of each of the four classes of tech-

niques to mitigate variation-induced errors.
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Figure 2: Tolerating (a) and mitigating (b)-(e) variation-induced errors in the EVAL framework.

If we assume that ASV supplies are chip-external, the area

overhead of multiple ASV domains is small. Existing power sup-

ply pins are repurposed to deliver customized Vdd levels to each

domain. Then, level converters may need to be added to cross

voltage domains.

In this paper, we will initially assume that we can support over

10 ABB and ASV domains in a processor pipeline. While this

is a stretch with current technology, current research (e.g., [15])

points to promising directions to make it feasible. We will then

see that we do not need as much support.

3 The EVAL Framework

We assume that, in a high-variability environment, cost-

effective processors will not be slowed down to operate at worst-

case parameter values — their performance at Tvar is low. In-

stead, we assume that they will be clocked with a period t < Tvar

(Figure 1(b)) and suffer timing errors during normal execution.

To design cost-effective processors in this challenging environ-

ment, we propose the EVAL framework to tolerate and mitigate

variation-induced errors. In EVAL, microarchitecture techniques

can trade-off error rate for power and processor frequency.

3.1 Tolerating Errors

If we augment the processor with support for error detection

and correction, it is possible to cycle the processor at f > fvar

while still ensuring correct execution. For instance, we can add a

checker unit like Diva [40] to verify results from the main pipeline

at instruction retirement. To ensure that the checker is error-free,

it can be clocked at a safe, lower frequency than the main core,

while the speed of its transistors is enhanced with ABB or ASV

(Section 2.3) — according to [40], it is feasible to design a wide-

issue checker thanks to its architectural simplicity. Alternately,

we can add a checker processor like in Paceline [9], or augment

the pipeline stages or functional units with error checking hard-

ware like in a variety of schemes (e.g., [8, 37, 38]). With any of

these architectures, the performance in instructions per second of

the processor cycling at f is:

Perf(f) =
f

CPI
=

f
CPIcomp + CPImem + CPIrec

=
f

CPIcomp + mr ×mp(f) + PE(f)× rp
(5)

where, for the average instruction, CPIcomp are the computation

cycles (including L1 misses that hit in the on-chip L2); CPImem

are stall cycles due to L2 misses; and CPIrec are cycles lost to

recovery from timing errors. In addition, mr is the L2 miss rate

in misses per instruction, mp is the observed L2 miss penalty in

cycles non-overlapped with computation, PE is the error rate per

instruction, and rp is the error recovery penalty in cycles.

To a first approximation, CPIcomp, mr, and rp remain con-

stant as we change f. If we use a Diva-like scheme, rp is equal to

the branch misprediction penalty, since recovery involves taking

the result from the checker, flushing the pipeline, and restarting

it from the instruction that follows the faulty one. On the other

hand, both mp and PE increase with f.

For small f, PE is small (Figure 1(c)), which makes PE × rp
small. Consequently, as f increases, Perf goes up because the nu-

merator grows while the denominator increases only slowly —

driven by the second and third terms. Eventually, as f keeps in-

creasing, PE reaches a point of fast growth, as shown in Fig-

ure 1(c). At this point, PE × rp swells, and Perf levels off and
quickly dips down. The result is shown in Figure 2(a), which

shows the Perf(f) curve with a solid line and the PE(f) curve in
dashes. We call fopt the f at the peak Perf. With this approach,

we reach frequencies higher than fvar by tolerating errors.

3.2 Mitigating Errors: Taxonomy of Techniques

We can reduce the number of variation-induced errors with mi-

croarchitectural techniques. We group such techniques into four

classes, depending on how they affect the PE vs f curve. In this

section, we describe the four classes — shown in Figures 2(b)-(e)

— while in Section 3.3, we present one example of each class.

Tilt: This class of techniques speeds-up many paths that are al-

most critical in a pipeline stage, but does not speed-up the slowest

paths in the stage. As a result, the slope of the PE vs f curve

decreases, but the point where the curve meets the f axis (fvar)

remains unchanged (Figure 2(b)). Overall, for an f moderately

higher than fvar , PE has decreased.

Shift: This class speeds-up all the paths in a stage by a similar

amount. As a result, the curve largely shifts to the right (Fig-

ure 2(c)), therefore reducing PE for a given f .

Reshape: There is typically an energy cost in tilting or shift-

ing the curve as just described. Consequently, another class of

techniques speeds-up the slow paths in the stage (thus consuming

energy) and then saves energy by slowing down the fast paths.

The first action shifts the bottom of the PE vs f curve to the right

and/or reduces the curve’s initial slope; the second action shifts

the top of the curve to the left and/or increases the curve’s final

slope (Figure 2(d)). For the f considered, the result is a lower PE

with potentially little energy cost. In reality, it may be easier to

obtain this behavior at the processor level by speeding-up slow

pipeline stages and slowing down the fast stages.

Adapt: As an application executes, it changes the types of op-

erations it performs. As a result, its PE vs f curve also changes,

as shown in Figure 2(e). A final class of techniques adapts the f

of the processor dynamically, to keep it as high as possible while

maintaining PE low at all times (Figure 2(e)).

3.3 Example of Error-Mitigation Techniques

We now list one example of each of the four classes of tech-

niques to mitigate variation-induced errors.
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High-Dimension Dynamic 
Adaptation: Controller

• Goal: Optimize Performance

• Constraints: Max power & temp, 
per-subsystem PE < 1/10K cycles

• Outputs: issue queue size, ALU 
impl, per-subsystem {VDD, VBB}
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Controller Inputs

• Heatsink temperature sensor (TH)
• Per-subsystem activity counters (αi): 
Εstimate dynamic power [Isci03]

• Per-subsystem variation parameters 
(Vt0i) measured by manufacturer
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Naive Controller
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High-dimensional 
Controller

{α1 .. αn} TH {Vt01 .. Vt0n}

{VDD1 .. VDDn} f {VBB1 .. VBBn}

Too many dimensions to 
optimize simultaneously!
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Reduced-Dimension 
Controller
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Freq algorithm

α1 THVt01

f

Freq algorithm

αn Vt0n

Min

...

Dimension reduction: Decompose problem
Step 1: Determine what freq the core can support
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Reduced-Dimension 
Controller
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Step 2: Optimally configure voltages for 
each subsystem

f

...Power algorithm

α1 Vt01

Power algorithm

αn Vt0nTH TH

VDD1 f VDDnVBB1 VBBn

Freq algorithm

!1 THVt01

Freq algorithm

!n Vt0n

Min

...
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Controller Impl: 
Fuzzy Logic
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Subcontrollers built 
as fuzzy systems

Advantages Disadvantages
Very fast in software
(~6μs total run time) Must be trained before use

Very accurate in practice Solutions are approximate
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Power algorithm
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Figure 5: Operation of a Fuzzy Controller (FC).

4.3 Implementation

4.3.1 Freq and Power Algorithms

The Freq and Power algorithms are non-linear, multidimen-

sional problems that have no analytic or simple algorithmic so-

lution. In this section, we outline an exhaustive solution and then

our proposed solution based on a fuzzy controller.

Exhaustive Algorithm. In this algorithm, we start from a finite

set of values for each of f, Vdd, and Vbb in a subsystem, and ex-

haustively try all possible combinations to select the best one for

the subsystem subject to constraints. Specifically, in the Freq al-

gorithm for subsystem i, we compute, for each f, Vdd, and Vbb

value combination, the resulting subsystem T and PE . We se-

lect as f i

max the maximum f that does not violate the TMAX or

PEMAX /n constraints. In the Power algorithm, we take fcore

and compute, for each Vdd and Vbb value combination, the re-

sulting subsystem T, PE , and power. We select the Vdd and Vbb

combination that, while not violating the TMAX or PEMAX /n
constraints, consumes the lowest power. Unfortunately, Exhaus-

tive is too expensive to execute on-the-fly.

Fuzzy Controller Algorithm. Fuzzy Controllers (FC) are used

when we know that there is a relationship between a multidimen-

sional input and an output but we do not know the form of the

function [39] — and therefore non-linear regression cannot be

used. An FC learns a set of rules during a training phase, stores

them, and uses them later-on in deployment to provide accurate

answers to queries. The advantages of using an FC for each sub-

system’s Freq and Power algorithms (each box in Figure 3) are

FC’s good accuracy and very low response time. In our scheme,

we use a software FC implementation.

An FC operates on two matrices called µ and σ, and a column
vector of the same number of rows (Figure 5(a)). Each row of

the matrices is a fuzzy rule, and its output is an element of the

column vector. The number of columns in each matrix is equal

to the number of variables per input vector. In the training phase

(Figure 5(b)), we train the FC with thousands of training exam-

ples to fill in the matrices and vector (Appendix A). A training

example is an input vector along with its correct output. We gen-

erate each training example by running Exhaustive offline. In the

deployment phase (Figure 5(c)), the FC takes an input vector and

produces an estimated output (Appendix A).

In the Freq algorithm, the 6 inputs shown in Figure 3 are fed

to a per-subsystem FC whose output is f i

max; in the Power algo-

rithm, there are two FCs per subsystem— one for output V i

dd and

one for output V i

bb. Their inputs are shown in Figure 3.

We do not expect that training the FCs will increase the chip

test time excessively. First, of all the constants needed in Sec-

tion 4.1, only the per-subsystem Vt0 must be measured by the

manufacturer on the chip hardware. Moreover, we discussed in

Section 4.1 that Vt0 can be measured quickly. The second step in-

volves populating the FCs. This is done by running many inputs

on a software model of the chip that implements Exhaustive.

4.3.2 Controller System Interface

The controller system consists of a set of privileged-mode soft-

ware routines and data structures that implement FCs for each

subsystem. The FCs access a sensor attached to the heat sink that

provides TH , and a set of performance counters that provide αi

f

for each subsystem. In addition, there are per-subsystem ther-

mal sensors [29] to detect overheating, a core-wide power sen-

sor to detect power overruns, and a core-wide PE counter from

the checker hardware (Section 3.1) to detect error-rate overruns.

When a hardware-based application phase predictor like the one

by Sherwood et al. [28] detects a new phase, it interrupts the pro-

cessor, which then runs the controller routines.

4.3.3 Timeline

Figure 6 shows the timeline of the whole system. The phase

detector detects a new phase on average every ≈ 120ms, and in-
terrupts the processor. If this phase has been seen before, a saved

configuration is reused; otherwise, the controller attempts to find

a good configuration. For that, it first lets the application run for

≈ 20µs, while counters estimate each subsystem’s new activity
factor αf . During this period, counters also estimate CPIcomp

with the full-sized issue queue (for the first half of the period) and

the 0.75 configuration (for the second half)1. As per Section 4.2,

these CPIs will be used to resize the integer or FP issue queue —

depending on the type of application running.

Subsequently, the fuzzy controller routines take over the CPU

and execute. Based on the number of instructions executed in

these routines, we estimate that a 4GHz processor takes about

6µs to run them. This is the only time when the application is not
running. After the new configuration is chosen, the application

runs again and the system transitions to the selected fcore and

per-subsystem Vdd and Vbb. While the transition latency depends

on the magnitude of the change required, we estimate it is at most

10µs — a figure slightly more aggressive than the one for Intel’s

XScale technology.

Due to inaccurate estimation when using fuzzy control, the fi-

nal configuration may not be optimal or may not meet constraints.

If it is too aggressive, a sensor may log a constraint violation — a

thermal/power violation within a thermal time constant (≈ 2ms)

or an error constraint violation sooner. In this case, the system

performs a minor readjustment, which involves decreasing f ex-

1If these two tests end up testing very different code sections, we may

make a suboptimal decision. Correctness is never in question.
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Figure 8: Subsystem error rates vs frequency, and processor performance vs frequency under TS (a and b) and under

TS+ASV+ABB (c and d).

plunges. However, by keeping PE under control, as we went from

Figure 8(b) to Figure 8(d), we moved the peak of the PerfR curve

to the right and up (Point A); the optimal fR is ≈ 1.03 and the

optimal PerfR is ≈ 1.00 — as high as NoVar’s.

We gain further insight by focusing on one subsystem and ex-

tending its PE vs fR graph with power (P) as a third axis. Fig-

ure 9(a) shows this for the integer ALU in the presence of per-

subsystem ASV/ABB. The surface in the figure is constructed us-

ing the Exhaustive algorithm of Section 4.3.1 to find the minimum

realizable PE for each P and fR. Point A in the figure shows the

conditions at the optimal fR in Figures 8(c) and (d).

(a)

(b)

Figure 9: Three-dimensional views of the power vs error
rate vs frequency surface (a) and of the power vs error rate

vs performance surface (b) for the ALU in Figure 8(c).

In Figure 9(a), if we draw Line (1) at constant P through A,

we obtain the familiar PE vs fR curve: As fR grows, PE first

remains at zero and then suddenly increases very steeply to reach

one. Moreover, if we are willing to spend more P in this sub-

system via ASV/ABB (Line (2)), the subsystem supports a higher

fR before PE reaches a given level. We see, therefore, that power

and error rate are tradeable quantities. If the goal is to increase

fR, we can either pay with a higher P consumption for a given

PE , or with a higher PE for a constant P.

Figure 9(b) replaces fR with the PerfR of the processor and

shows the same Line (1) and point A. As PE increases along Line

(1), we obtain a familiar curve: PerfR first increases slowly and

then drops abruptly. At the maximum point, PerfR can further

increase only at the cost of consuming more P.

6.2 Frequency, Performance and Power

Figure 10 shows the processor frequency for each of the en-

vironments in Table 1 normalized to NoVar. The two horizontal

lines are the frequencies of Baseline and NoVar. Due to process

variation, Baseline only reaches 78% of the frequency of an ideal-

ized no-variation processor (NoVar). To counter this variation, we

add error tolerance and mitigation techniques one at a time. For

each set of techniques, we consider three cases: no dynamic adap-

tation (Static), dynamic adaptation using our proposed fuzzy con-

troller (Fuzzy-Dyn), and dynamic adaptation using our Exhaustive

search algorithm (Exh-Dyn).

The leftmost set of three bars shows the frequency impact of

Timing Speculation (TS), which is a prerequisite for all subse-

quent schemes. TS increases frequency by ≈12%. Since there
are no techniques to reshape the subsystem error curves, dynamic

adaptation does not offer much improvement over Static.

The next set of bars (TS+ASV) adds per-subsystem ASV. With-

out dynamic adaptation, the frequency reaches 97% of NoVar.

However, because the maximum ASV level that a subsystem can

tolerate before exceeding constraints is application-dependent,

Static must be conservative. The dynamic environments are not

so restricted and apply ASV more aggressively. As a result, they

end up delivering a frequency 5–6% higher than NoVar.

Continuing to the right (TS+ASV+ABB), adding ABB to

TS+ASV produces only modest gains under the dynamic schemes,

as it provides some additional flexibility in reshaping PE curves.

Overall, however, it does not offer much improvement over

TS+ASV for its added complexity. Therefore, we initially exclude

ABB as we begin to add microarchitecture techniques.

The next two sets of bars show the effect of adding microar-

chitecture techniques for error mitigation: issue queue resizing
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plunges. However, by keeping PE under control, as we went from

Figure 8(b) to Figure 8(d), we moved the peak of the PerfR curve

to the right and up (Point A); the optimal fR is ≈ 1.03 and the

optimal PerfR is ≈ 1.00 — as high as NoVar’s.

We gain further insight by focusing on one subsystem and ex-

tending its PE vs fR graph with power (P) as a third axis. Fig-

ure 9(a) shows this for the integer ALU in the presence of per-

subsystem ASV/ABB. The surface in the figure is constructed us-

ing the Exhaustive algorithm of Section 4.3.1 to find the minimum

realizable PE for each P and fR. Point A in the figure shows the

conditions at the optimal fR in Figures 8(c) and (d).
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vs performance surface (b) for the ALU in Figure 8(c).

In Figure 9(a), if we draw Line (1) at constant P through A,

we obtain the familiar PE vs fR curve: As fR grows, PE first

remains at zero and then suddenly increases very steeply to reach

one. Moreover, if we are willing to spend more P in this sub-

system via ASV/ABB (Line (2)), the subsystem supports a higher

fR before PE reaches a given level. We see, therefore, that power

and error rate are tradeable quantities. If the goal is to increase

fR, we can either pay with a higher P consumption for a given

PE , or with a higher PE for a constant P.

Figure 9(b) replaces fR with the PerfR of the processor and

shows the same Line (1) and point A. As PE increases along Line

(1), we obtain a familiar curve: PerfR first increases slowly and

then drops abruptly. At the maximum point, PerfR can further

increase only at the cost of consuming more P.

6.2 Frequency, Performance and Power

Figure 10 shows the processor frequency for each of the en-

vironments in Table 1 normalized to NoVar. The two horizontal

lines are the frequencies of Baseline and NoVar. Due to process

variation, Baseline only reaches 78% of the frequency of an ideal-

ized no-variation processor (NoVar). To counter this variation, we

add error tolerance and mitigation techniques one at a time. For

each set of techniques, we consider three cases: no dynamic adap-

tation (Static), dynamic adaptation using our proposed fuzzy con-

troller (Fuzzy-Dyn), and dynamic adaptation using our Exhaustive

search algorithm (Exh-Dyn).

The leftmost set of three bars shows the frequency impact of

Timing Speculation (TS), which is a prerequisite for all subse-

quent schemes. TS increases frequency by ≈12%. Since there
are no techniques to reshape the subsystem error curves, dynamic

adaptation does not offer much improvement over Static.

The next set of bars (TS+ASV) adds per-subsystem ASV. With-

out dynamic adaptation, the frequency reaches 97% of NoVar.

However, because the maximum ASV level that a subsystem can

tolerate before exceeding constraints is application-dependent,

Static must be conservative. The dynamic environments are not

so restricted and apply ASV more aggressively. As a result, they

end up delivering a frequency 5–6% higher than NoVar.

Continuing to the right (TS+ASV+ABB), adding ABB to

TS+ASV produces only modest gains under the dynamic schemes,

as it provides some additional flexibility in reshaping PE curves.

Overall, however, it does not offer much improvement over

TS+ASV for its added complexity. Therefore, we initially exclude

ABB as we begin to add microarchitecture techniques.

The next two sets of bars show the effect of adding microar-

chitecture techniques for error mitigation: issue queue resizing
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plunges. However, by keepingPE under control, as we went from

Figure 8(b) to Figure 8(d), we moved the peak of the PerfR curve

to the right and up (Point A); the optimal fR is ≈ 1.03 and the

optimal PerfR is ≈ 1.00 — as high as NoVar’s.

We gain further insight by focusing on one subsystem and ex-

tending its PE vs fR graph with power (P) as a third axis. Fig-

ure 9(a) shows this for the integer ALU in the presence of per-

subsystem ASV/ABB. The surface in the figure is constructed us-

ing the Exhaustive algorithm of Section 4.3.1 to find the minimum

realizable PE for each P and fR. Point A in the figure shows the

conditions at the optimal fR in Figures 8(c) and (d).
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In Figure 9(a), if we draw Line (1) at constant P through A,

we obtain the familiar PE vs fR curve: As fR grows, PE first

remains at zero and then suddenly increases very steeply to reach

one. Moreover, if we are willing to spend more P in this sub-

system via ASV/ABB (Line (2)), the subsystem supports a higher

fR before PE reaches a given level. We see, therefore, that power

and error rate are tradeable quantities. If the goal is to increase

fR, we can either pay with a higher P consumption for a given

PE , or with a higher PE for a constant P.

Figure 9(b) replaces fR with the PerfR of the processor and

shows the same Line (1) and point A. As PE increases along Line

(1), we obtain a familiar curve: PerfR first increases slowly and

then drops abruptly. At the maximum point, PerfR can further

increase only at the cost of consuming more P.

6.2 Frequency, Performance and Power

Figure 10 shows the processor frequency for each of the en-

vironments in Table 1 normalized to NoVar. The two horizontal

lines are the frequencies of Baseline and NoVar. Due to process

variation, Baseline only reaches 78% of the frequency of an ideal-

ized no-variation processor (NoVar). To counter this variation, we

add error tolerance and mitigation techniques one at a time. For

each set of techniques, we consider three cases: no dynamic adap-

tation (Static), dynamic adaptation using our proposed fuzzy con-

troller (Fuzzy-Dyn), and dynamic adaptation using our Exhaustive

search algorithm (Exh-Dyn).

The leftmost set of three bars shows the frequency impact of

Timing Speculation (TS), which is a prerequisite for all subse-

quent schemes. TS increases frequency by ≈12%. Since there
are no techniques to reshape the subsystem error curves, dynamic

adaptation does not offer much improvement over Static.

The next set of bars (TS+ASV) adds per-subsystem ASV. With-

out dynamic adaptation, the frequency reaches 97% of NoVar.

However, because the maximum ASV level that a subsystem can

tolerate before exceeding constraints is application-dependent,

Static must be conservative. The dynamic environments are not

so restricted and apply ASV more aggressively. As a result, they

end up delivering a frequency 5–6% higher than NoVar.

Continuing to the right (TS+ASV+ABB), adding ABB to

TS+ASV produces only modest gains under the dynamic schemes,

as it provides some additional flexibility in reshaping PE curves.

Overall, however, it does not offer much improvement over
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plunges. However, by keepingPE under control, as we went from

Figure 8(b) to Figure 8(d), we moved the peak of the PerfR curve

to the right and up (Point A); the optimal fR is ≈ 1.03 and the

optimal PerfR is ≈ 1.00 — as high as NoVar’s.

We gain further insight by focusing on one subsystem and ex-

tending its PE vs fR graph with power (P) as a third axis. Fig-

ure 9(a) shows this for the integer ALU in the presence of per-

subsystem ASV/ABB. The surface in the figure is constructed us-

ing the Exhaustive algorithm of Section 4.3.1 to find the minimum

realizable PE for each P and fR. Point A in the figure shows the

conditions at the optimal fR in Figures 8(c) and (d).
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vs performance surface (b) for the ALU in Figure 8(c).

In Figure 9(a), if we draw Line (1) at constant P through A,

we obtain the familiar PE vs fR curve: As fR grows, PE first

remains at zero and then suddenly increases very steeply to reach

one. Moreover, if we are willing to spend more P in this sub-

system via ASV/ABB (Line (2)), the subsystem supports a higher

fR before PE reaches a given level. We see, therefore, that power

and error rate are tradeable quantities. If the goal is to increase

fR, we can either pay with a higher P consumption for a given

PE , or with a higher PE for a constant P.

Figure 9(b) replaces fR with the PerfR of the processor and

shows the same Line (1) and point A. As PE increases along Line

(1), we obtain a familiar curve: PerfR first increases slowly and

then drops abruptly. At the maximum point, PerfR can further

increase only at the cost of consuming more P.

6.2 Frequency, Performance and Power

Figure 10 shows the processor frequency for each of the en-

vironments in Table 1 normalized to NoVar. The two horizontal

lines are the frequencies of Baseline and NoVar. Due to process

variation, Baseline only reaches 78% of the frequency of an ideal-

ized no-variation processor (NoVar). To counter this variation, we

add error tolerance and mitigation techniques one at a time. For

each set of techniques, we consider three cases: no dynamic adap-

tation (Static), dynamic adaptation using our proposed fuzzy con-

troller (Fuzzy-Dyn), and dynamic adaptation using our Exhaustive

search algorithm (Exh-Dyn).

The leftmost set of three bars shows the frequency impact of

Timing Speculation (TS), which is a prerequisite for all subse-

quent schemes. TS increases frequency by ≈12%. Since there
are no techniques to reshape the subsystem error curves, dynamic

adaptation does not offer much improvement over Static.

The next set of bars (TS+ASV) adds per-subsystem ASV. With-

out dynamic adaptation, the frequency reaches 97% of NoVar.

However, because the maximum ASV level that a subsystem can

tolerate before exceeding constraints is application-dependent,

Static must be conservative. The dynamic environments are not

so restricted and apply ASV more aggressively. As a result, they

end up delivering a frequency 5–6% higher than NoVar.

Continuing to the right (TS+ASV+ABB), adding ABB to

TS+ASV produces only modest gains under the dynamic schemes,

as it provides some additional flexibility in reshaping PE curves.

Overall, however, it does not offer much improvement over

TS+ASV for its added complexity. Therefore, we initially exclude

ABB as we begin to add microarchitecture techniques.

The next two sets of bars show the effect of adding microar-

chitecture techniques for error mitigation: issue queue resizing
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one. Moreover, if we are willing to spend more P in this sub-

system via ASV/ABB (Line (2)), the subsystem supports a higher

fR before PE reaches a given level. We see, therefore, that power

and error rate are tradeable quantities. If the goal is to increase

fR, we can either pay with a higher P consumption for a given

PE , or with a higher PE for a constant P.

Figure 9(b) replaces fR with the PerfR of the processor and

shows the same Line (1) and point A. As PE increases along Line
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then drops abruptly. At the maximum point, PerfR can further
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variation, Baseline only reaches 78% of the frequency of an ideal-
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quent schemes. TS increases frequency by ≈12%. Since there
are no techniques to reshape the subsystem error curves, dynamic

adaptation does not offer much improvement over Static.

The next set of bars (TS+ASV) adds per-subsystem ASV. With-

out dynamic adaptation, the frequency reaches 97% of NoVar.

However, because the maximum ASV level that a subsystem can

tolerate before exceeding constraints is application-dependent,

Static must be conservative. The dynamic environments are not

so restricted and apply ASV more aggressively. As a result, they

end up delivering a frequency 5–6% higher than NoVar.

Continuing to the right (TS+ASV+ABB), adding ABB to

TS+ASV produces only modest gains under the dynamic schemes,

as it provides some additional flexibility in reshaping PE curves.

Overall, however, it does not offer much improvement over

TS+ASV for its added complexity. Therefore, we initially exclude

ABB as we begin to add microarchitecture techniques.

The next two sets of bars show the effect of adding microar-

chitecture techniques for error mitigation: issue queue resizing
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Figure 8: Subsystem error rates vs frequency, and processor performance vs frequency under TS (a and b) and under

TS+ASV+ABB (c and d).

plunges. However, by keeping PE under control, as we went from

Figure 8(b) to Figure 8(d), we moved the peak of the PerfR curve

to the right and up (Point A); the optimal fR is ≈ 1.03 and the

optimal PerfR is ≈ 1.00 — as high as NoVar’s.

We gain further insight by focusing on one subsystem and ex-

tending its PE vs fR graph with power (P) as a third axis. Fig-

ure 9(a) shows this for the integer ALU in the presence of per-

subsystem ASV/ABB. The surface in the figure is constructed us-

ing the Exhaustive algorithm of Section 4.3.1 to find the minimum

realizable PE for each P and fR. Point A in the figure shows the

conditions at the optimal fR in Figures 8(c) and (d).

(a)

(b)

Figure 9: Three-dimensional views of the power vs error
rate vs frequency surface (a) and of the power vs error rate

vs performance surface (b) for the ALU in Figure 8(c).

In Figure 9(a), if we draw Line (1) at constant P through A,

we obtain the familiar PE vs fR curve: As fR grows, PE first

remains at zero and then suddenly increases very steeply to reach

one. Moreover, if we are willing to spend more P in this sub-

system via ASV/ABB (Line (2)), the subsystem supports a higher

fR before PE reaches a given level. We see, therefore, that power

and error rate are tradeable quantities. If the goal is to increase

fR, we can either pay with a higher P consumption for a given

PE , or with a higher PE for a constant P.

Figure 9(b) replaces fR with the PerfR of the processor and

shows the same Line (1) and point A. As PE increases along Line

(1), we obtain a familiar curve: PerfR first increases slowly and

then drops abruptly. At the maximum point, PerfR can further

increase only at the cost of consuming more P.

6.2 Frequency, Performance and Power

Figure 10 shows the processor frequency for each of the en-

vironments in Table 1 normalized to NoVar. The two horizontal

lines are the frequencies of Baseline and NoVar. Due to process

variation, Baseline only reaches 78% of the frequency of an ideal-

ized no-variation processor (NoVar). To counter this variation, we

add error tolerance and mitigation techniques one at a time. For

each set of techniques, we consider three cases: no dynamic adap-

tation (Static), dynamic adaptation using our proposed fuzzy con-

troller (Fuzzy-Dyn), and dynamic adaptation using our Exhaustive

search algorithm (Exh-Dyn).

The leftmost set of three bars shows the frequency impact of

Timing Speculation (TS), which is a prerequisite for all subse-

quent schemes. TS increases frequency by ≈12%. Since there
are no techniques to reshape the subsystem error curves, dynamic

adaptation does not offer much improvement over Static.

The next set of bars (TS+ASV) adds per-subsystem ASV. With-

out dynamic adaptation, the frequency reaches 97% of NoVar.

However, because the maximum ASV level that a subsystem can

tolerate before exceeding constraints is application-dependent,

Static must be conservative. The dynamic environments are not

so restricted and apply ASV more aggressively. As a result, they

end up delivering a frequency 5–6% higher than NoVar.

Continuing to the right (TS+ASV+ABB), adding ABB to

TS+ASV produces only modest gains under the dynamic schemes,

as it provides some additional flexibility in reshaping PE curves.

Overall, however, it does not offer much improvement over

TS+ASV for its added complexity. Therefore, we initially exclude

ABB as we begin to add microarchitecture techniques.

The next two sets of bars show the effect of adding microar-

chitecture techniques for error mitigation: issue queue resizing
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Brian Greskamp --- Utilizing Processors with Errors

Evaluation Setup

• Athlon-like 45nm Core (30W max)

• 15 domains for ASV, ABB

• VDD: [800mV, 1.2V]

• VBB: [-500mV, 500mV]

• Diva-like checker

• Variable issue queue (68 or 50 entries)

• Replicated int ALU and FPU add/multiply
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Environments Evaluated
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• 40% performance improvement in preferred 
environment (11% area overhead)

• Fuzzy controller as good as a perfect one

40%Perfect-Dyn



Brian Greskamp --- Utilizing Processors with Errors

Conclusions

• Error rate as a third axis for μarch optimization 
beyond power and frequency

• High-dimensional dynamic adaptation optimizes 
power and performance in the presence of errors

• Fuzzy controller is fast and accurate

• 40% performance improvement under power & 
temp constraints, only 11% core area overhead
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Figure 10: Processor frequency for each environment normalized to NoVar.

(TS+ASV+Q) and FU replication (TS+ASV+Q+FU). Although

not shown in the figure, if we add them without any ABB or ASV

capability, they deliver a disappointing 2% frequency increase.

This is because temperatures stay low enough that optimizing the

two subsystems does not deliver, on average, a substantial fre-

quency boost. However, applying ASV to aggressively re-shape

the PE curves pushes the subsystem temperatures and powers

higher. Under these conditions, the FUs and issue queues rou-

tinely form hotspots and become frequency-limiters. By speeding

up these critical subsystems, the microarchitectural techniques de-

liver good frequency gains.

The TS+ASV+Q and TS+ASV+Q+FU environments show

that, to take full advantage of the microarchitecture techniques,

dynamic adaptation is required. Not all applications or phases ex-

ercise the issue queue or the FUs enough to make them critical.

In these cases, statically enabling these techniques costs perfor-

mance or power. Consequently, it makes sense to enable these op-

timizations dynamically. With both microarchitecture techniques

and Fuzzy-Dyn, we reach a frequency that is 21% higher than No-

Var (or 56% higher than Baseline).

The difference between the two rightmost environments

TS+ASV+Q+FU and ALL is small. This suggests that it is reason-

able to forgo the added complexity of ABB in an EVAL system.

Similarly, the difference between using a fuzzy adaptation scheme

(Fuzzy-Dyn) instead of exhaustive search (Exh-Dyn) is practically

negligible in all environments.

Figure 11 shows the performance of all these environments

normalized to NoVar. The figure is organized as Figure 10. We

see that performance follows the same trends as frequency, ex-

cept that the magnitude of the changes is smaller. The pre-

ferred scheme (TS+ASV+Q+FU with Fuzzy-Dyn) realizes a per-

formance gain of 14% over NoVar or, equivalently, 40% over the

Baseline processor.
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Figure 11: Performance of different environments.

Figure 12 shows the average power consumed, including both

Pdyn and Psta, in a core and its L1 and L2 caches. Recall that,

for each processor, we set PMAX to 30W. We see that the average

power for NoVar is 25W— although some processors reach 30W

at certain points of high activity and temperature — while Base-

line consumes 17W. The latter runs at lower frequency. As we add

mitigation techniques, the power tends to increase, although its

actual value depends on many variables. With TS+ASV+Q+FU

and Fuzzy-Dyn, the average processor power is almost exactly

30W. This shows that the Fuzzy-Dyn controller is making use of

the available power to maximize performance without violating

constraints. We also see that Exh-Dyn consumes about the same

power as Fuzzy-Dyn.
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Figure 12: Power per processor (core+L1+L2) for differ-
ent environments.

6.3 Characterizing Dynamic Adaptation

Finally, we compare the output of the fuzzy controller to

Exhaustive to show why fuzzy control provides nearly optimal

power and performance results. Table 2 shows the mean error in

the frequency, Vdd, and Vbb values generated by the fuzzy con-

troller compared to the output of Exhaustive. We show results

for memory, mixed, and logic subsystems separately. The errors

are shown in absolute units and as a percentage of the nominal

value (except for Vbb, where the nominal value is zero). The table

shows that, in practically all cases, the fuzzy controller predicts

frequency, Vdd and, to a lesser extent, Vbb, quite accurately.

Param. Environment | Fuzzy Controller - Exhaustive | (% of Nom.)
Memory Mixed Logic

TS 168 (4.1%) 146 (3.6%) 170 (4.2%)

Freq. TS+ABB 170 (4.2%) 135 (3.3%) 149 (3.6%)

(MHz) TS+ASV 450 (11.0%) 410 (10.0%) 160 (3.9%)

TS+ABB+ASV 176 (4.3%) 162 (4.0%) 146 (3.6%)

Vdd TS+ASV 17 (1.7%) 24 (2.4%) 14 (1.4%)

(mV) TS+ABB+ASV 16 (1.6%) 22 (2.2%) 22 (2.2%)

Vbb TS+ABB 72 (–) 69 (–) 76 (–)

(mV) TS+ABB+ASV 115 (–) 129 (–) 124 (–)

Table 2: Difference between the selections of the fuzzy
controller and Exhaustive in absolute and relative terms.

An important reason why the performance and power of Fuzzy-

Dyn and Exh-Dyn are largely the same despite any inaccura-

cies shown in Table 2 is the presence of Retuning Cycles (Sec-

tion 4.3.3). Specifically, when the fuzzy controller algorithm se-

lects a configuration, any of the five outcomes shown in Figure 13

is possible. NoChange is the best case. Here, no constraint is vio-

lated and the first attempt at increasing f fails, signifying that the
fuzzy controller’s output was near optimal. In LowFreq, no con-

straint is violated, but retuning cycles are able to further increase

f . The third case (Error) occurs when the configuration violates

• Successfully invests max allowable power 
to achieve performance gain

• Fuzzy control as good as exhaustive
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Improving Controller 
Accuracy

26

• Dimension reduction ignores lateral heat 
conduction, global power constraint

• Control decision can be suboptimal or infeasible

• Retuning cycles repair or improve the solution

• If initial soln is infeasible, increase freq 
exponentially until it is feasible

• Increase freq linearly until a constraint is 
violated, back off by one step
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Controller Operation
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Normal exec

Phase i (~100ms) Phase i+1 t

(1) Detect
new phase

(2) Run fuzzy
controllers (6μs)

(3) Set core
VDD & f (10μs)

(4) Retune
(2ms)
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